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ABSTRACT 

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is the only international organization with a global 

vocation that deals with the rules governing trade between countries. At the heart of the 

Organization are the WTO Agreements negotiated and ratified by members. The main aim is 

to promote predictability in free flow of goods and services with legal guarantees in   

disputes settlement between member countries through the principle of "good faith".The 

current WTO dispute settlement mechanism, characterized by the considerable and automation 

of procedures as compared to its pre-inception or the era of the General Agreement on Tariffs 

and Trade (GATT) has proven at least effective and efficient. It is fair to say that the WTO 

Dispute Settlement System as it stands today remains ipso facto a well-respected international 

regime and has over the past two decades remarkably active. For instance, more than 551 

disputes have been initiated by WTO Members, resulting in more than 230 circulated panel 

reports and 136 circulated AB reports. More than 65% of WTO Members have engaged in 

dispute settlement as complainant, respondent, or third party. However, as any other human 

endeavor, the DSB is confronted with certain deficiencies or conflicts as far as the respect of 

“good faith principle” in dispensing WTO Rule of Law is concerned starting from its 

interpretation; some provisions are not clear as to what they mean in practice. Secondly, DSB 

encounters new issues during proceedings that were not foreseen at the time the rules were 

drafted and this has been a major cause hindering DSB many times to completely exhaust a 

case despite the well-structured stages (Panel and Appellate). There is also an overriding force 

of “political will” propelled by some stronger economies through the “Green Room Theory” 

that under minds the smooth application of “Good faith principle” during dispute proceedings. 
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This has caused some members to rather seek solutions to their differences in other regional 

courts or trade disputes centers.    

 

Keywords: World Trade Organization (WTO), Member countries, Principle of good faith, 

Dispute settlement. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Principles and concepts of general public international law. The introductive text Chapeau of 

Article XX expresses the principle of “good faith” as general legal principle and a general 

principle of international law, governing the exercise of rights justify by States. One of its 

applications, known as the doctrine of abuse of rights, prohibits the abusive exercise of these 

rights and prescribes that; when the claim of a "conventional right” encroaches on the domain 

covered by an obligation, the right must be exercised in “good faith” that is to say in a reasonable 

manner. The abusive exercise by a Member of its own treaty right therefore results in a 

violation of the treaty rights of other Members as well as in a breach by the Member in question 

of its treaty obligationi. The DSU obliges WTO Members, if a dispute arises, to initiate dispute 

settlement proceedings in good faith in an effort to resolve such dispute. This is another 

concrete manifestation of the principle of good faith which, as we have already indicated, is at 

the same time a general legal principle and a general principle of international lawii. The 

principle "jura novit curia" "the court knows the law", means that the parties in a trial do not 

have to prove the existence of a rule of law, but they must prove the facts. In accordance with 

this principle, the court therefore held that the European Communities must prove that the Drug 

Arrangements meet the conditions set out in the Enabling Clause, the European Communities 

does not have the responsibility to provide us with the legal interpretation to give a particular 

provision of the Clause; rather, they bear the burden of producing sufficient evidence to support 

their assertion that the Drug Arrangements conform to the requirements of the Enabling Clause. 

The first part of this work will lead us to see WTO Dispute Settlement Body as a well-structured 

Judicial Body using the “Principle of Good faith” as a general principle in International Law 

in handling dispute between members states (I). Meanwhile the second part will bring to light 

some obstacles ranging from interpretative problems and the manifest overriding force of 
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political will of some member states, followed by unequal economic strength of developing 

economies (II). 

 

 

THE RESPECT OF GOOD FAITH PRINCIPLE INDISPUTE 

PROCEEDINGS 

No doubt, regarding the implementation of the rules, the dispute settlement process has been 

substantially rigidified and « automated » under the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding 

(DSU). Today WTO has a mechanism for implementing a whole set of procedures, from the 

filing of complaints to judicial rulings to the enforcement of panel and Appellate Body rulings, 

that ensures neutrality and impartiality without intervention by the parties concerned. The 

current WTO dispute settlement mechanism, characterized by the considerable jurisdiction and 

automation of procedures as compared to the era of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade (GATT), has proven at least effective and efficient. It is fair to say that the WTO dispute 

settlement mechanism as it stands today is an extremely well respected international legal 

regime.                 

 

SOURCES OF LAWS GOVERNING WTO (WORLD TRADE 

ORGANIZATION DSB 

Section 1: WTO substantive laws.  

Paragraph 1-Marrakesh Agreement. 

A-Marrakesh Agreement.  

It is the Principal source of  law governing WTO concluded on 15 April 1994, entered into 

force on the 1er of January 1995.It is the most far reaching Agreement in international trade 

ever concludediii.This agreement consists of short basic agreements of sixteen articles with  

many  annexes to. Article 11 of the WTO Agreement states:(1)The Agreements and associated 

legal instruments included in annexes 1;2 and 3 referred to as multilateral trade agreement are 
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integral part of this agreement and binding on all members.(2) The Agreements and associated 

legal instruments included in Annexes 4 referred to as  plurilateral Trade Agreements are also  

part of this agreement and are binding on all membersiv WTO Agreement consist of many  

agreements, that is why in the case concerning Brazil Desiccated coconut, the Appellate Body 

stressed  that the WTO agreement had been accepted by WTO members as a single 

undertakingv provisions; presenting an inseparable package of right and disciplines 

which have to be considered in conjunctionvi.This attests to the fact that WTO agreements is 

a single treaty .Most of  the substantive WTO law is found in the agreements contained in 

Annex 1.This annex is consisted of three parts;1.A  Contains thirteen multilateral agreements 

on trade in goods(GATT),Annex1B contains the General Agreements on Trade in Service(the 

GATS), Annex 1C the  Agreement on Trade Related Aspect of Intellectual Property Rights 

(TRIPS Agreement).  

However, it is important to note that it was only at the end of Uruguay Round that some efforts 

were made to coordinate and harmonized various agreements but for fear of seeing some texts 

changed created tension among members and inconsistencies in some of the texts that have 

prevail till date. For example, Article XVI: 3 of WTO Agreement provide that: “In the event 

of conflict, between a provision of this Agreement and provision of any of the multilateral 

Trade agreements, the provision of this agreement shall prevail”vii. 

Paragraph 2 –Annexes 

1- General Agreement on Tariff and Trade 1994. 

The General Agreements on Tariff and Trade (GATT) 1994 sets out the basic rules for trade in 

goods. Paragraph 1 of the introductory text of the GATT 1994 states: The General Agreements 

on Tariff and Trade 1994 (GATT) shall consist of (1) the provisions in the General Agreements 

on Tariff and Trade dated October 1947 (2) the provisions of legal instruments set forth below 

that have entered into force under the GATT 1947 before the date of entry into force of the 

WTO agreements (3) the Marrakesh protocol to GATT 1994. 

The current arrangement obliges one to consult :(1) the provision of the GATT 1947 (2) the 

provision of relevant GATT 1947 legal instruments and (3) the understandings agreed upon 

during the Uruguay Round in other to know what the GATT 1994 rules on trade in goods are. 
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The GATT 1994 contain rules on the Most Favoured Nation treatment(Article 1)Tariffs 

Concession (Article II)National Treatment on internal  taxation and regulation (Article 

III)Anti–Dumping and Countervailing Duties(Article VI)Valuation for customs 

purposes(Article VII) Customs Fees and Formalities (Article VIII)Marks of Origin(Article IX) 

the Publication and Administration on Trade Regulations(Article X) Quantitative Restrictions 

(Article XI) Restriction to Safeguard the Balance of Payment (Article XII)Administration of 

Quantitative Restriction(Article XIII)Exchange Arrangements(Article XV)Subsidies (Article 

XVI)State Trading Enterprise(Article XVII)Governmental Assistance to Development(Article 

XVIII) Safeguard Measures(Article XIX)General Exceptions (Article)Security 

Exceptions(Article XXI)Dispute Settlement(Article XXII and XIII)Regional Economic 

Integration(Article XXIV) Modification on Tariff Schedules(Article XXIII)Tariff 

Negotiations(Article XXVIII)Trade and Development(Article XXXVIII).The Marrakesh 

Agreement is an important part of GATT 1994 and contains National Schedule of Concession 

of WTO members ,any commitment made either to eliminate or reduce concessions by a 

member is recordedviii. 

2 –General Agreement on Trade in Services. 

The General Agreements on Trade in services Annex 1B (GATS) is the first ever multilateral 

agreement on trade in servicesix.It entered into force in January 1995 as a result of the Uruguay 

Round negotiations to provide for the extension of the multilateral trading system to service. 

All members of the WTO are signatories to the GATS and have to assume the resulting 

obligationsx.On the same manner, signatories are permitted to enter into subsequent round of 

trade negotiationsxi.The first such rounds started in January 2000 and was integrated later in 

Doha development Agenda (DDA).The GATS serve as a guide for members to undertake and 

implement commitments for the liberalization on trade in services. Trade in services is defined 

in Article 1:2 of the GATS as the supply of a service :(1)in the territory of one member into 

the territory of any other member(cross-border supply)(2)in the territory of one member to a 

service consumer of any other member (consumption abroad)(3)by a service supplier of one 

member through a commercial presence in the territory of any other member(supply through 

commercial presence)(4)by service supplier of one member through the presence of natural 
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persons of a member in the territory of any other member(supply through presence of natural 

persons)xii. 

3–Agreement on Trade –Related Aspect of Intellectual Property Rights. 

The Intellectual property rules negotiated in 1986-1994. Uruguay Rounds was introduced in 

the multilateral trading system with one of the main objective that of facilitating trade and 

productionxiii.It enforces legally binding agreements on trade in goods, services and trade 

related-related aspect of intellectual property rights to manage global trade efficiently. The IPR 

rules are important in terms of encouraging creativity and innovation, to transfer technologies 

on commercial terms of business enterprises to developing countries, to protect consumers 

by controlling the trade of counterfeit goods, to improve international trade activitiesxiv 

through interdependent channel in goods, foreign direct investment (FDI) within multinational 

enterprises, contractual licensing and trade marks to unaffiliated firms. Economic theory on the 

other hand observes that technology transfers through each channel partly depend on local 

protection of the IPR’s and that countries with weak IPR  could be isolated from modern 

technologies and be forced to develop technological knowledge using their own resources. 

4–Annexes II, III and IV. Annex II puts down rules that governs Memorandum of Agreement 

and procedures for Dispute Settlement (Legal Control of the rules’ enforcement).Annex III put 

down rules that governs Trade Policy Review Mechanism(Political Review of rules’ 

enforcement). Annex IV Plurilateral Agreementxv. 

5- Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods GATT 1994. 

It also accompanied with other multilateral agreements on trade in goods:       Agreement on 

Agriculture which requires the use of tariffs instead of quotas or other quantitative restrictions 

to impose minimum market access requirements and provide for specific rules on domestic 

support and export subsidies in the agricultural sectorxvi; 

i-The Agreement on the Application of sanitary and phytosanitary Measures (The SPS 

Agreement) which regulate measures adopted by WTO members to ensure food safety and 

protection of life and health of humans, animal and plants from pests and disease. The 
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Agreement on Textiles and Clothing which provided for the gradual elimination of quotas on 

textiles and clothing by January 1 2005 that is no longer in force. 

ii-The Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Agreement) to regulates the use by 

WTO Members of technical regulations and standards. The Agreement on Trade-Related 

Investment Measures (TRIMS Agreement) which stipulates that WTO Members regulations 

dealing with foreign investment should scrupulously respect the obligations in Article III 

(National Treatment Obligation) and Article XI(prohibition on quantitative restrictions) of 

GATT 1994. 

iii-The Agreement of implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade 1994 (Dumping Agreement) providing for a detail rules on the use of Anti-Dumping 

measures. The Agreement on the implementation of Article VII of the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade 1994 (Custom Valuation Agreement) stating out in detail the rules to be 

applied by national custom authorities for valuating goods for customs purpose. The 

Agreement on pre-shipment Inspection which regulates activities relating to verification 

of the quality, quantity, the price and the customs classification of goods to be exported. 

iv-The Agreement on the Rule of Origin which provides for negotiations aimed at the 

harmonization of non –preferential-rules of origin; it sets out disciplines to govern the 

application of these rules both during and after the negotiation on harmonization and sets out 

disciplines applicable to preferential rules of origin. The Agreement on Import Licensing 

Procedures to sets out rules on the use of import licensing procedure. The Agreement on 

Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (ASCM) on detail rules on subsidies and 

countervailing measures. The Agreement on Safeguard provides rules on the use of safeguard 

measures and prohibit the use of voluntary export restraints. 

Section 2: Other sources of law 

A- Modern discussion of the sources of international law takes reference from Article 38(1)xvii 

of the statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ)xviii which provides: 

“The court whose function is in accordance with International law to decide the dispute 

which have been submitted shall apply ;(1)international convention whether general or 
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particular establishing rules recognized by the parties to dispute(2)international 

customs as evidence of general practice accepted as law,(3)general principal of law 

recognized by civilized nations(4)subject to the provisions of article 59 from judicial 

decisions and teachings of highly qualified publicist of various nations as subsidiary 

means of determining rule of lawxix. 

1- The WTO is therefore a particular international convention within the meaning of Article 

38(1).The agreement annexed to the WTO agreements are known as the WTO agreements or 

covered agreements. The Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) governs resolution of 

Disputes concerning the substantive right and obligations of the WTO members under the 

covered agreements. Flowing from Article 38(1) contesting members recognizes these rules 

and dispute settlement procedures as binding. The fundamental source of law in WTO is the 

“Marrakech Agreement” and relevant covered agreements (Annexes) themselves meaning 

that all legal analysis begins there as stated by Appellate Body which was established by Article 

17 of DSU “The proper interpretation of the Article is first of all a textual interpretation”xx . 

2-The agreements however do not exhaust the source of potentially relevant law, on the 

contrary all of the subparagraph of Article 38(1) are potential sources of the law in WTO 

dispute settlement. Article 3.2 specifies that the purpose of dispute settlement is to clarify the 

provisions of the WTO Agreements in accordance with customary Public international law 

interpretation. Article 7 specifies that the terms of reference for panels shall be to examine in 

the light of the relevant provisions in the covered agreements cited by the parties to the 

dispute.xxiThe DSU is the dispute settlement Body established by DSU with the Authority to 

establish Panels, adopt Panel and Appellate Body reports, maintains surveillance of 

implementation of rulings and recommendations, authorize the suspension of concession and 

other obligation under the covered agreementsxxii. 

3-WTO also has four level of international trade relationship; Unilateral measures (National 

Treatment law), bilateral relationshipxxiii,plurilateral agreements and multilateral 

arrangementsxxiv.As already mentioned the principal source of law in WTO is the Agreement  

created since 11 of January 1995(Marrakesh Agreement) this Agreement contains in its 

annexes ; with a significant number of agreements with substantive and procedural provisions 

such as GATT 1994, the TRIPS, General Agreement and the DSU. 
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B-The last but not the least are laws emerging from the DSB dispute settlement reports 

“jurisprudence”, acts of the WTO bodies, agreements concluded in the context of the WTO, 

customary international law, general principle of law, other international agreements, 

subsequent practices of WTO Members, teachings of the most highly qualified publicists and 

the negotiations history can also play a role to reshape WTO laws. The only difference is that 

all WTO Agreements and annexes provide a specific legal right and obligations for WTO 

members meanwhile other sources act just to guide, define and clarify laws applicable to 

members. 

 

SELECTED RULINGS OF DISPUTE SETTLEMENT BODY (DSB) 

Section 1: Panel rulings  

Paragraph 1–Under National Treatment Art. 17  

             “In the sectors inscribed in its Schedule, and subject to any conditions and 

qualifications set out therein, each Member shall accord to services and service suppliers of 

any other Member, in respect of all measures affecting the supply of services, treatment no less 

favourable than that it accords to its own like services and service suppliers.”xxv.              

A-Under Regulatory issues-The case between Argentina and Panama over Argentina’s 

imposed tax on stock exchange. 

On 12 December 2012, Panama asked for consultations with Argentina with respect to certain 

measures imposed by Argentina that affected trade in goods and services.  Panama alleges that 

various Argentine measures are applied exclusively in respect of certain countries listed in the 

Regulations to the Income/Profit Tax Law, Decree 1344/98, as amended by Decree 1037/00xxvi. 

This case concerned measures taken by Argentina regarding access to its stock market and 

reinsurance sector, the allocation and valuation of transactions for tax purposes, the registration 

of branches ,and controls over the market for foreign exchange, of special interest in the context 

of the GATS coverage of prudential measures.xxvii.The Annex on Financial Services gives 
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WTO members, regardless of other GATS provisions, to take measures for “prudential” 

reasons so long as these are not used to avoid a member’s GATS commitments or obligations.  

The Panel concluded that two of the challenged measures cannot be justified by the prudential 

exceptions, the WTO judges agreeing with the Panel’s view that the prudential exception 

covers all types of measures affecting financial services supply within the meaning of the 

GATSxxviii. 

  

B- National Origin in the US-Tuna case on rules of origin. It was agreed under WTO/GATT 

rules that members have considerable freedom to set their own rules of origin but the complex 

nature of Uruguay Round includes the agreement on the rules of origin setting standard rules 

of origin for non-preferential purpose to be followed as general principles when it comes to the 

application of rules of origin.  

 

The Panel examined a US requirement that Tuna could not be labelled as “Dolphin  Safe” 

unless certain conditions were met including conditions specific to tuna from the Eastern 

Tropical Pacific .The Panel found that since US considered tuna to originate in the Country 

where the fishing boat was registered and not geographical area where the fish was caught, 

there was no violation of Article 1xxix. 

 

Paragraph 2- Preferential tariff treatment  

1- US –Textiles Rule of origin  

United States in respect of its rules of origin applicable to imports of textiles and apparel 

products amended Section 334 of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act and Section 405 of the 

Trade and Development Act of 2000 and the customs regulations implementing these 

provisions. India the complainant party contended that the changes introduced by Sections 334 

and 405 resulted in extraordinary complex rules under which the criteria that confer origin vary 

between similar products and processing operations. India argued that the structure of the 

changes, the circumstances under which they were adopted and their effect on the conditions 

of competition for textiles and apparel products suggest that they serve trade policy purposes. 

On those grounds, India questioned the compatibility of those changes with paragraphs (b), (c), 

(d) and (e) of Article 2 of the Agreement on Rules of Originxxx. 
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On 20 June 2003, the Panel Report was circulated to Members.  

The Panel found that: India failed to establish that section 334 of the Uruguay Round 

Agreements Act was inconsistent with Articles 2(b) or 2(c) of the RO Agreement, India also 

failed to establish that section 405 of the Trade and Development Act is inconsistent with 

Articles 2(b), 2(c) or 2(d) of the RO Agreement; India failed to establish that the customs 

regulations contained in 19 C.F.R. § 102.21 are inconsistent with Articles 2(b), 2(c) or 2(d) of 

the RO Agreementxxxi.              

 

2-Under Terms of reference and Scope of Panel review in EC-Banana case. 

From a textual standpoint, “terms of reference” is referred to as the issue before the panel, 

determined by the complaining Member's demanding that a panel be formed to rule on a 

particular matter dividing themxxxii. Article 7.1 of the DSU states that unless the parties 

otherwise agree, a panel's terms of reference are: to examine, in light of the relevant provisions 

in (name of covered agreement(s) cited by the parties to the dispute, the matter referred to the 

DSB by name of party in the document and to make such findings as will assist the DSB in 

making the recommendations or giving the rulings as provided for in that agreementxxxiii., The 

EC contended that the request did not meet the requirements of Article 6.2 because the request 

simply listed the measures involved and listed the provisions of the agreements allegedly 

violated without providing an argument as to which aspects of the EC measures violated 

specific provisions of the agreementsxxxiv. 

The panel took a flexible approach to this issue by discussing first the ordinary meaning of the 

DSU's terms and found that if a panel request were to identify a measure and specify the 

provision with which it is alleged to be inconsistent, it would be out of limits in what is 

acceptable under Article 6.2xxxv.However, the panel rejected the claims based on the Agreement 

on Agriculture and other WTO agreements, because in these two situations, it was not possible 

at the Panel request stage, even in the broadest generic terms, to describe what legal problem 

was said to bexxxvi.The panel inter alia support its  finding by stating that the first written 

submission of the Complainants cured that uncertainty according to Article 6.2xxxvii. 
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Section 2: Appellate rulings 

Section 1-Performance of WTO Obligations in court rulings: “Pacta Sunt Servanda”   

Paragraph 1 - Under Anti-dumping or countervailing  

1-US — Offset Act (Byrd Amendment)xxxviii  

The case concerned the Continued Dumping and Subsidy Offset Act of 2000 (‘CDSOA’)xxxix, 

which provides for the distribution of anti-dumping or countervailing duties to affected 

domestic producers who supported the application for the initiation of the investigation that led 

to the imposition of those duties. The complainants (Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, the EC, 

India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Mexico and Thailand) challenged the CDSOA under art 5.4 of 

the Anti-Dumping Agreement and art 11.4 of the SCM Agreement, among other provisions. 

These provisions relate to the initiation of investigations to determine whether to impose anti-

dumping or countervailing duties respectively. Essentially, they preclude domestic authorities 

from initiating investigations on the application of the domestic industry unless the application 

is supported by a sufficient proportion of domestic producers determined according to certain 

statistical thresholds. The complainants argued: When a treaty provision specifies that actions 

of private parties are necessary to establish a member’s right to take action, government 

provision of a financial incentive for those private parties to act one way rather than another is 

inconsistent with the requirement that members perform their treaty obligations in good faithxl.  

The Panel read the text of the relevant provisions as merely imposing “statistical thresholds” 

rather than a requirement that the investigating authorities inquire into the motives or intent of 

a domestic producer in electing to support a petition’xli. In consequence the CDSOA was 

regarded as having undermined the value of AD Article 5.4/ SCM Article 11.4 to the countries 

with whom the United States trades, and regarded as not having acted in good faith in 

promoting this outcomexlii. The Panel supported this conclusion by reference to “the principle 

of good faith” as a general rule of conduct in international relations, which requires a party to 

a treaty to refrain from acting in a manner which would defeat the object and purpose of the 

treaty as a whole or the treaty provision in questionxliii.The Panel went ahead to characterize 

the object and purpose of art 5.4 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement and art 11.4 of the SCM 

Agreement as follows:  
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 “To require the authority to examine the degree of support which exists for an 

application and to determine whether the application was thus filed by or on behalf of  

the domestic industry ,the Panel concluded that the CDSOA is inconsistent with those 

provisions because it effectively ‘mandates domestic producers to support the 

application and renders the threshold test  completely meaninglessxliv. 

The Appellate Body affirmed the USA act as not being taken in good faith but reversed the 

Panel’s finding that the CDSOA was inconsistent with art 5.4 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement 

and art 11.4 of the SCM Agreementxlv . In its view, however, the Panel dismissed all too quickly 

the textual analysis of those provisions as irrelevantxlvi, it considered that the Panel failed to 

apply correctly the “principles of interpretation codified in the Vienna Conventionxlvii”.The 

Appellate Body went ahead to query the Panel’s reference to the “Object and purpose” of the 

relevant provisions. The Appellate Body stated that the matter at issue before the Panel 

included whether the CDSOA was inconsistent with the Anti-Dumping Agreement and the 

SCM Agreement in the light of their object and purpose, since interpreting Articles 5.4 and 

11.4 involves an inquiry into the object and purpose of those Agreements. 

 

2- Safeguard Measures under United States-Wool Shirts case (Burden of Proof). 

This is whether the complaining party always has the burden of proof in WTO dispute 

settlement, or whether the burden may shift to the challenged Member in certain conditions, 

and if so, whenxlviii. Several WTO decisions have tried to address this issue, reaching at least 

consistent results, and therefore our area of concern here is United States-Wool Shirts. An 

important issue in the “Wool Shirts” case was whether the ATC was an “exception” to WTO 

obligations such that the United States had the burden of proving that the conditions for the 

exception were met. Meanwhile the United States argued that, based on GATT 1947 dispute 

settlement practice, India had the burden to make a “prima facie” case that the U.S. safeguard 

measure was inconsistent with its obligationsxlix.India agued a contrario  that it did not have to 

prove that the United States had violated the Agreement on Trade in Cloth (ATC), but that 

instead the United States had to prove that the United States was justified in relying on the 

"exception" to WTO disciplines created by the safeguard procedure of Article 6 of the ATCl. 
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The panel on it part agreed with the United States and stated that because India had initiated 

the proceedings, India had to establish that the U.S. restriction was inconsistent with the United 

States' obligations. The panel went on explaining that India had to make a “prima facie” case 

of violation, which would shift the burden to the United States to prove the contrary but provide 

much explanation of the reasoning underlying this decisionli 

The Appellate Body after affirming the panel's conclusion provided a different reason that it 

was then up to the United States to bring evidence and argument to rebut the presumption and 

cited the international law rule that a party asserting a fact must prove that factlii.The Appellate 

Body confirmed that the ATC was a free standing transitional arrangement rather than an 

exception to WTO disciplines as the panel had held, and emphasized that the ATC balance of 

rights and obligations could be upset by requiring the United States to demonstrate that it had 

not violated its commitmentsliii.Thus, the Appellate Body essentially reasoned that the 

substantive deal struck in the ATC required the allocation of the burden of proof to complaining 

countries. 

Paragraph 2–The respect of Terms of reference and Scope of Panel review 

1- EC-Beef Hormones case (SPS). 

The "standard of review" issue is whether a WTO panel should make a strictly objective 

determination of whether a Member's action is consistent with its WTO obligations, or whether 

a WTO panel should grant some deference to the factual findings and interpretations of WTO 

obligations made by a Member in the course of deciding to take the challenged action. If some 

deference is granted, then questions arise as to how much deference is appropriate, and whether 

different levels of deference are appropriate for different contexts, particularly for “questions 

of fact versus questions of lawliv”. 

EC argued through it appeal that the Panel had failed to apply an appropriate standard of review 

in assessing various EC acts and certain scientific evidencelv.The EC argued that WTO panels 

should adopt a "deferential reasonableness” standard when reviewing a Member's decisions 

to adopt a particular “science policy” because past GATT' panels had rejected “de 

novo” review, and that the "Deferential reasonableness" standard embodied in the WTO 
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Antidumping Agreement should be applied to all highly complex factual situations as well. 

The United States agreed that a panel was not to conduct a de novo   review, but said that 

"nothing in the SPS Agreement or the WTO Agreement requires a Panel to defer to the 

Member maintaining the SPS measure," pointing out that the standard used in the 

Antidumping Agreement did not apply in this contextlvi 

Article 11 of the DSU states that: 

“The function of panels is to assist the DSB in discharging its responsibilities under this 

Understanding and the covered agreements”lvii. 

In the context of fact finding by panels, the Appellate Body interpreted Article 11 as requiring 

neither "total deference" to the national determination nor a “denovo review”   but rather an 

objective assessment of the factslviii. The Appellate Body provided some guidance later in its 

opinion stating that: 

 “In the present appeal, the European Communities repeatedly claim that the Panel 

disregarded or distorted or misrepresented the evidence submitted by the European 

Communities and even the opinions expressed by the Panel's own expert advisors. The 

duty to make an objective assessment of the facts is, among other things, an obligation 

to consider the evidence presented to a panel and to make factual findings on the basis 

of that evidence. The deliberate disregard of, or refusal to consider, the evidence 

submitted to a panel is incompatible with a panel's duty to make an objective assessment 

of the facts. The wilful distortion or misrepresentation of the evidence put before a panel 

is similarly inconsistent with an objective assessment of the facts. "Disregard" and 

"distortion" and "misrepresentation" of the evidence, in the ordinary signification in 

judicial and quasi-judicial processes, imply not simply an error of judgment in the 

appreciation of evidence but rather an egregious error that calls into question the good 

faith of a panel. A claim that a panel disregarded or distorted the evidence submitted 

to it is, in effect, a claim that the panel, to a greater or lesser degree, denied the party 

submitting the evidence fundamental fairness, or what in many jurisdictions is known 

as due process of law or natural justicelix. 
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The Appellate Body in considering and rejecting the EC's claim on this issue reasoned that the 

Panel acted in good faith by engaging in an objective assessment as far as procedural issues in 

WTO dispute resolution are concerned. 

2-Terms of reference and Scope of Panel review in EC-Banana case. 

From a textual standpoint, “terms of reference” is referred to as the issue before the panel, 

determined by the complaining Member's demanding that a panel be formed to rule on a 

particular matter dividing themlx. Article 7.1 of the DSU states that unless the parties otherwise 

agree, a panel's terms of reference are: to examine, in light of the relevant provisions in (name 

of covered agreement(s) cited by the parties to the dispute, the matter referred to the DSB by 

name of party in the document and to make such findings as will assist the DSB in making the 

recommendations or giving the rulings as provided for in that agreementlxi.,  

The EC contended that the request did not meet the requirements of Article 6.2 because the 

request simply listed the measures involved and listed the provisions of the agreements 

allegedly violated without providing an argument as to which aspects of the EC measures 

violated specific provisions of the agreementslxii. 

The Panel took a flexible approach to this issue by discussing first the ordinary meaning of the 

DSU's terms and found that if a panel request were to identify a measure and specify the 

provision with which it is alleged to be inconsistent, it would be out of limits in what is 

acceptable under Article 6.2lxiii.However, the Panel rejected the claims based on the Agreement 

on Agriculture and other WTO agreements, because in these two situations, it was not possible 

at the panel request stage, even in the broadest generic terms, to describe what legal problem 

was said to belxiv.The Panel inter alia supported its  finding by stating that the first written 

submission of the Complainants cured that uncertainty according to Article 6.2lxv. 

The Appellate Body rejected Panel’s decision while stating that it is unclear what purpose is 

served because complaining members could re-file it request for a panel in response to the 

panel's ruling. This problem could arise again given the rather minimal requirements for 

specificity that are imposed on requests. 
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Section 2: Good faith as a fundamental principle in WTO rule of law. 

Paragraph 1: Under the guide of Vienna Convention 1969. 

A- General principle of good faith as underlining all treaties.  

 

This suggests that good faith may underline the WTO agreements as a whole; this could be the 

reason for the Appellate Body to refer to the “general principle of good faith” as underlining 

all treatieslxvi.In addition, the requirement in art 31(1) of the VCLT to interpret treaties in good 

faith, as incorporated in art 3.2 of the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the 

Settlement of Disputes (‘DSU’) influences the interpretation of every WTO provisionlxvii. Good 

faith might be described as a principle of WTO law on either of these bases. Although not 

referring on the meaning of good faith, several WTO provisions refer specifically to “good 

faith”. The absence of any definition of « good faith » in the WTO agreements supports the 

view that it is not a specific rule but a broader principle of WTO law as manifested in WTO 

provisions, most significantly in WTO disputes, arts 3.10 and 4.3 of the DSU. In art 3.10, 

stating that members set out their understanding that, “if a dispute arises, all Members will 

engage in these procedures in good faith in an effort to resolve the dispute”. Article 4.3 creates 

a more specific good faith obligation in relation to the consultation stage of disputes. The first 

sentence of this provision reads: 

“If a request for consultations is made pursuant to a covered agreement, the Member 

to which the request is made shall, unless otherwise mutually agreed, reply to the 

request within 10 days after the date of its receipt and shall enter into consultations in 

good faith within a period of no more than 30 days after the date of receipt of the 

request, with a view to reaching a mutually satisfactory solution”. 

B- Articles 3.10 and 4.3 of the DSU.  

It provides examples of how principles of good faith may underlie claims in WTO disputes. 

For instance, a complaining Member could claim in the course of a dispute that the respondent 

had failed to comply with the good faith requirement in art 4.3 by attending consultations 

without being willing to attempt to find a “mutually satisfactory solution”. A responding 

Member could as well claim that the complainant was using the dispute settlement mechanism 
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as a mere strategy or tactics to achieve some unrelated result instead of an effort to resolve the 

dispute as required by art 3.10. 

Paragraph 2: The recognition of good faith as a general principle of all international treaties 

by members.  

1-Article XXIV of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994.  

Another reference to good faith is found in the Understanding on the Interpretation of Article 

XXIV of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994lxviii, which relates in part to the 

requirement to provide for compensatory adjustment when increasing bound tariffs in the 

process of forming a customs union or free trade area. Members are to enter negotiations in 

good faith with a view to achieving mutually satisfactory compensatory adjustmentlxix. Thus, 

this good faith obligation is similar to the DSU requirement to engage in consultations and 

dispute settlement procedures in good faith. 

2- Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (‘TRIPS 

Agreement’). 

Good faith is also found in the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (‘TRIPS Agreement’)lxx. Article 24, which relates to negotiations to increase the 

protection of individual geographical indications, contains three references to good faithlxxi. 

These references relate to the “good faith” of the nationals or domiciliaries of WTO Members 

in applying for or registering trademarks, and in using trademarks or geographical 

indicationslxxii. Articles 48.2 and 58(c) of the TRIPS Agreement refer to the “good faith” of 

public authorities or officials in administering laws for the protection or enforcement of 

intellectual property rights. The references to good faith in the TRIPS Agreement are therefore 

less relevant to the principle of good faith examined in this article, because they concern the 

good faith of persons within WTO Members rather than the good faith of WTO Members 

themselves.  
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CHALLENGES 

The reasons for Panel and Appellate Body to have failed many times to instill judicial guarantee 

on International business community and to bring defaulters to book  stems from many factors. 

This  new body came with a lot of enthusiasm to expand the work of defunct GATT and to 

give a face lift particularly in the area of trade dispute settlement ,à contrario it has met with 

many setbacks; there are rules that did not match the expanding scope of international trade 

environment making it application pretty difficult (Section I) Followed by, structural problems 

like the political weight of some WTO members both  in the secretariat (Green Room Theory) 

or during dispute proceedings leaving little or no autonomy to the Adjudicating Body, also of 

important are difficulties faced by some members to sue and challenge DSB decisions due to  

their economic seize(Section II).  

 

HINDRANCE TO THE APPLICATION OF GOOD FAITH PRINCIPLE 

BY DSB 

Applicability problem has caused the DSB to faced numerous problems as result of inability to 

interpret some legal issues thus leaving many dispute unsolved. 

SECTION 1: Interpretative issues  

Paragraph1– Obstacles born from the inception of WTO substantive laws. 

A- Inseparable package of right and discipline to be considered in conjunctionlxxiii.          

From the Marrakesh protocol to GATT 1994, it was obvious that there was going to be 

confusion in the basic rules drafted by negotiators. This is because they failed to draft texts 

reflecting a friendly legal instrument on trade in goods as was agreed during the Uruguay 

Roundlxxiv.More so it is important to highlight that the Agreement making up the WTO 

Agreement were negotiated in multiple separate committees which operated quite separately 

and independently without much coordination and was therefore presented to members for 

validation. That set the fear or tension amongst negotiators; the inconsistencies were adopted 

and carried forward known as “single undertaking”lxxv. 
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It is also assumed that most multilateral  agreement on trade in goods provide for rules that are 

more detailed and sometimes possible in conflict solving with rules contained in GATT 1994 

as stated in the interpretative note to annex I A addressing the relationship between the GATT 

1994 and other multilateral agreements on trade in goods; 

        “In the event of conflict between a provision of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

1994 and provision on another agreement in annex I A to the agreement establishing the World 

Trade Organization (the agreement in I A as the WTO Agreement) the provision of the other 

agreements shall prevail to the extent of the conflict”lxxvi. 

Unfortunately, it is only where a provision of GATT and provision of another multilateral 

agreement on trade in goods are in conflict that the provision of the latter will prevail. 

Another bone of contention is that most of these provisions are in conflict themselves, at times 

caused by “Exceptions” to the very rule put in place. Provisions are in conflict where adherence 

to the one provision wills necessary lead to the violation of the other provision and provision 

cannot therefore be read as complementing each other. So it is undisputable that conflict exists 

in WTO lawslxxvii. 

B-Interpretation of Technical Barriers Agreement (TBT) by the DSB. 

1- Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT 1994 specify rules and procedures that are designed to 

deal with the particularities of case under TBT Agreementlxxviii.Article 1.2 of the DSU stated 

that “Where the provision of the DSU and special or additional rules and procedures of a 

covered agreement cannot be read as a completion to each other’ ’This exception has become 

the rules in DSB. Some cases have been selected to illustrate this procedural obstacles in DSB 

for example  in the EC-Abestoslxxix, brought by Canada in 1998 and EC-Sardines brought by 

Peru in 2001lxxx.However only the later was decided as spelt out by TBT Agreement which 

stated  that the panel may establish a technical expert group in question of a technical nature 

with a view to submit it report to the panellxxxi.This dual application of GATT Article XXIII 

and TBT Agreement Article XXII in dispute settlement is a great hindrance in dispute 

settlement procedures that this book has failed to lay emphases on.            
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2– Provision of SPS agreements. 

The case of barriers to U.S. apple exported to Japan by calculating tariff-rate 

equivalentslxxxii.Due to differences in climate, existing pests or diseases, or food safety 

conditions, it is not always appropriate to impose the same sanitary and phytosanitary 

requirements on food, animal or plant products coming from different countries. The SPS 

Agreement, while permitting governments to maintain appropriate sanitary and phytosanitary 

protection tries to reduce possible arbitrariness of decisions and encourages consistent 

decision-making. Sanitary and phytosanitary measures, by their very nature, may result in 

restrictions on trade. 

For example, all member states and governments accept the fact that some trade restrictions 

may be necessary so as to ensure food safety, animal and plant health protection. However, 

governments are sometimes pressured by the civil societies or business sectors to go beyond 

what is needed for health protection and to use sanitary and phytosanitary restrictions to shield 

domestic producers from economic competition. Such pressure is likely to increase other trade 

barriers. A sanitary or phytosanitary restriction which is not actually required for health reasons 

can be a very effective protectionist device and because of its technical complexity becomes a 

particularly deceptive and difficult barrier to challenge.lxxxiii.  

Paragraph 2- The legal nature of WTO obligations on members and the consequences of 

their violation. 

This Article discusses the extent to which the notion of indivisible or “erga omnes”  

obligations which has made its entry into WTO case law is welcomed by some members and 

how it can be applied and enforced by the WTO DSBlxxxiv. 

1–The notion of “erga omnes” as elaborated by the International Court of Justice 

(ICJ).This book takes an example from legal features of indivisible obligations as elaborated 

by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the field of Human Right obligations given their 

inherent nature. In the case of South Africa‘s mandate over South West Africa the ICJ 

rejected the third preliminary exceptions in which South Africa claimed that there was 

no material interest of the applicants nor their nationalslxxxv.Therefore members of League 

of Nation had legal interest in the observance of South Africa’s  “erga omnes”  obligations 
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,hence ICJ insisted that there is no need to resort to the believe that there is exception between 

subjective right and objective right nor any need to resort to the legal fiction of  relationship 

between a state and international community or to the notion of actio popularislxxxvi;right to 

defend collective or common interests in courtlxxxvii.On the other hand,the character of “erga 

omnes”obligation forbid the application of “inadempleti non est adimplendum principle”  

which claims that “there is no need to perform for one who has not performed”lxxxviii,because 

these may lead to the violation of subjective right which state that countries are bound to 

comply with “erga omnes” obligation regardless of the behaviour of other states Article 50(5) 

Vienna Conventionlxxxix. 

2-WTO obligations and International trade obligations are legally divisible in many 

ways; they allow selective compliance and are capable of affecting or threaten the right of one 

or more but not all membersxc.For example these obligations can split into a bunch of bilateral 

agreement  like the Most Favoured Nation treatment Article 1(1) of GATT.This stems from 

the treatment  member “A” can accord to member “B” due to their bilateral relations; take  the 

case of Canada Automobiles  where the Appellate Body held that a violation of MFN arise 

when the advantage of import duty exemption is accorded de jure de factoxci to same product 

originating in certain countries without being accorded to like product from other 

membersxcii.This follows same in Regional Economic Agreement where a country can be given 

privilegexciiiLooking from the case pitting United State against European Union it is clearly 

understood that a country can wilfully target the product imported from designated states and 

intentionally violate Article II of GATTxciv.as well as Special and Differential Treatment 

accorded to developing country member derogating from Article 1xcv.Extending to WTO 

obligations the legal regime of indivisible obligations therefore is inadaptable so the legal 

consequences of their breach therefore are limited to wrongful member and the member 

suffering from the adverse effect contrary to the observation of International Law 

Commissionxcvi. 

3- Loco standing to challenge an Act before the Panel, EC -Bananas case against US. 

Despite the mounting criticism, on October 7, 1994, the USTR initiated an investigation under 

Section 302 of the Trade Act against the EU.(4) On January 9, 1995, the USTR issued a 

preliminary determination that the EU banana regime did adversely affect US economic 
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interests with an impact of several hundreds of millions of dollars. Both the EU and Caribbean 

producers immediately criticized the USTR decision.  

The regime was defended by the EU as a valuable foreign aid policy tool, and by the Caribbean 

nations as the mainstay to their economies, the elimination of which would lead to political and 

economic instability. 

Some critics released a study one the time, identifying the chairman and CEO of Chiquita 

International Brands and affiliated companies executives as among the largest contributors to 

the Democratic and Republican parties in the 1993-94 election cycle. This revelation raised 

questions as to the true motives of the Administration in pursuing Chiquita's case. Particularly, 

in light of the fact much noted by critics, that the Chiquita facilities allegedly injured by the 

EU banana policy are located outside the US and have a largely non-US workforce.  

The case raised serious questions about “good faith” whereof some members decide which 

trade disputes to pursue in the WTO DSB and specifically whether the system provides too 

much discretion to the court Administration and thereby favoring the politically connected 

countries. Although WTO DSB entertain the matter, the uproar raised questions about 

international obligations, interpretations of WTO dispute settlement mechanisms and whether 

the banana dispute was at all a case the United States should have challenged. 

SECTION 2-Due process in judicial proceedings 

A – Before the establishment of Panel 

1-Right to counsel in Korea - Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages. 

Korea indicated prior to the Panel process that it wished to have the right to private counsel at 

the substantive meetings of the Panel. In order to fully defend its interests and match the much 

greater resources of the complaining parties. Korea drew inspiration from the recent opinion of 

the Appellate Body in Bananas III, in which the Appellate Body stated that it found nothing in 

the WTO Agreement, the DSU, its Working Procedures, in customary international law 

or the prevailing practice of international tribunals, which prevented a Member from 

determining its delegation to the Appellate Body's proceedings. Korea went ahead defending 

her view that representation by counsel of a government's own choice in proceedings before it 

(the Appellate Body) might well be a matter of particular significance to enable WTO Members 
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to participate fully in WTO dispute settlement proceedings as spelt out under customary 

international law and due process principles, implicit in the DSU. Korea assured the Panel that 

it would ensure that any member of its delegation, including private counsel, will fully respect 

the confidentiality of the proceedings in accordance with applicable rules. 

 

According to European Communities there was no objection to the Korea’s view in principle 

to the presence of private counsel as part of Korea's delegation during substantive meetings of 

the Panel. However, the EC acceptance was therefore conditional upon Korea assuming full 

responsibility for any breach of confidentiality which may result from the presence at the Panel 

meetings of non-governmental. 

 

 “A contrario”, the United States express fears that, this practice may increase the routine 

presence of private lawyers in panel proceedings. The United States asserts that the GATT and 

WTO practice reflects the dual nature of the dispute settlement rules in the DSU; reaching 

mutually agreeable solutions and adjudicating disputes. In the view of the United States, a 

decision by the panel to permit participation of private lawyers in panel meetings is not a good 

step. The effectiveness of WTO dispute settlement is a major accomplishment of the WTO as 

an international organization. It is also in the US view that if the Panel wishes to permit private 

lawyers or non-lawyer advisors to be in this proceeding, the Panel should consider this decision 

with greater care, and impose appropriate safeguards with respect to the conduct of such 

personsxcvii. 

 

2–Judicial economy in United States-Wool Shirts case 

India argued that Article 11 of the DSU entitled India to a finding on each of the issues 

raised. The panel disagreed and cited the consistent GATT panel practice of “judicial 

economy”xcviii. 

The issue here is to know whether a WTO panel should refuse to decide on issues that were 

not be decided in order to dispose of the dispute for reasons of “judicial economy”?. According 

to Professor Hudec, the normal practice of GATT panels was to decline to decide such 

unnecessary issues. However, he states that panels did depart from this rule where a broader 
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ruling would serve some purpose, such as providing guidance on the panel's view of the 

meaning of an important GATT provisionxcix. 

The panel disagreed and cited the consistent GATT panel practice of “judicial economy”. The 

panel stated: If we judge that the specific matter in dispute can be resolved by addressing only 

some of the arguments raised by the complaining party, we can do soc.Instead, the Appellate 

Body said that panel need only address those claims which must be addressed in order to 

resolve the matter at issue in the disputeci.From the wool shirts case, panels are allowed to 

address issues that are not strictly necessary to resolving the dispute depending on its will.  

This result may be questioned on legal and policy grounds. First instance, DSU Article 7.2 

states that panels "shall address the relevant provisions in any covered agreement or 

agreements cited by the parties to the dispute"cii.  The Appellate Body did not address Article 

7.2 in Wool Shirts, even though India referred to Article 7 in its appeal of this issue. According, 

Professor McGovern argues, if the Appellate Body were to reverse the panel's decision on the 

issue that the panel deemed decisive, further progress on the remaining claims might be 

difficult in the absence of findings by the panelciii.  

B- Overlapping between WTO and other jurisdictions. 

1– Regional Trade Agreement (RTA) and the WTO.The need to recognize and respect of 

exclusion clause by the DSB Panel (MOX Plant case). 

The WTO Panel and AB have been criticised for not considering exercising comity towards 

RTA tribunals. It has been suggested that “for the sake of judicial comity  and  coherence,  

WTO  Panels  ought  to  recognise  and  respect exclusion  clauses  in  Non-WTO  

agreements”civ.But  considering the way the AB defined the scope of a Panel’s discretion in 

terms of its jurisdiction it is  very unlikely that an  exclusion clause would have any effect  in 

the WTO dispute settlement. Regarding a choice of forum clause such as Article 1 of the Olivos 

Protocol or Article 2005 of the NAFTA, it was argued that it could fall under the inherent 

powers of a WTO Panel to recognise a choice of forum clause in an RTA. By that it has been 

suggested that if such a clause exists in an RTA, a panel could decline jurisdiction in a case 

where it is evident that the same facts between the same parties of a particular dispute have 

already been decided or if proceedings are pending before such an RTA tribunal.   
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However, although it might not always be entirely clear whether a particular dispute is based 

on exactly the same facts as a parallel or previous one, if an exclusive jurisdiction clause exists 

in an RTA (such as Article 292 TEC), a WTO Panel might be in a position where to exercise 

judicial comity by suspending proceedings before it and refer the case to the RTA tribunal. 

Afterwards it could decline jurisdiction or take the case again, depending on the outcome of 

the proceedings before the RTA tribunal. Some pundit may suggest that there might be legal 

impediments under the WTO as well as under the RTA, which would hinder such an approach. 

The fact that the WTO obligations of the NAFTA Members are confirmed in several passages 

of the NAFTA has possibly contributed to this approachcv.  Lavranos, for example, contends 

that the ECJ “should show more respect and comity towards the jurisdiction of  other 

international courts and tribunals”cvi.Comity  principle  is  no doubt a discretionary principle, 

due to the  fact that there is no legal certainty whether and how a WTO tribunal would exercise 

that principle. However, in the absence of any norms it might be better for a tribunal to exercise 

comity compared to applying its own norms in clinical isolation and not taking the obligations 

of the disputing parties under other jurisdictions into consideration at all.  

2-Application of the WTO agreements by national courts. 

In the context of globalisation in the modern world, international trade remains one of the most 

important and dynamic factors in the global economy as has been highlighted by various 

researchers ; no country in the world can, in the current climate, achieve economic growth 

without being active in the processes of international tradecvii.From a legal perspective, the 

specific public relationships linked with international trade and its associated regulations are 

based on the mutual compatibility of various states and are addressed by all global trading 

partners in line with certain general principlescviii.We are to answer the question here as to 

whether the external WTO legislation should be recognised as legal acts in the national legal 

system, with the capability for “direct application” in judicial proceedingscix. We will also 

consider at this level whether individual persons can invoke the WTO agreements at a national 

level (in national courts) to protect their legitimate rights and interests in international trade 

operations. In addition, it includes an analysis of practices followed by judicial authorities in 

the EU, other regions, including the individual EU member states. Thus, the international law 

of treaties obliges participants such as countries and/or international organizations in 
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international relations to follow the major contemporary principle of “Pacta sunt servanda”, 

which means that every treaty in force is binding on the parties to it and must be performed by 

them in good faithcx.Ipso facto, the doctrine of international law states « the implementation 

of any international treaty and its impact on the national legal system depends on the legal 

nature of the treaty itself » cxi.Some treaties can be directly applied in national legal systems 

(including national courts), ensuring that their rights and obligations are provided to individual 

persons, whereas the application of other treaties requires the adoption of specific national 

legislation. In this regard, both legal theorists and practitioners widely debate whether the 

national (domestic) law of individual states can ensure the direct effect of WTO agreements. 

According to some empirical analyses this issue is usually linked to the application of WTO 

law by domestic authorities and national courts in relation to restrictive trade measures 

contested at a national levelcxii. 

 

LACK OF COMITMENT FROM MEMBER STATES 

If WTO dispute settlement body is unable to uphold the principle of good faith during dispute 

resolution between members as hoped for, it is thanks to lack of commitment by some members 

holding influential positions in the Club “ idem “ members who feel less privileged  for 

numerous reasons.  

 

SECTION I: Sovereign right over WTO legal obligations. 

 

Instances in court proceeding have proven that the court lacks judicial autonomy depending 

on cases brought before it by members. 

 

Paragraph 1: National security interest 

A – Sovereign interest over WTO legal rules 

1-Case between France and Djibouti under Technical assistance Scheme. 

This is in connection of a case filed in by the Republic of Djibouti on 9 of January 2006, against 

the French Republic in respect of a dispute concerning the refusal by the French governmental 
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and judicial authorities to execute an international “letter rogatory” about the transmission to 

the judicial authorities in Djibouti of the record relating to the investigation in the Case against 

X for the murder of Bernard Borrel. Following this assertion the act was in violation of 

Mutual Assistance Convention on Criminal Matters between the Government of Djibouti 

and French, on the 27 September 1986, and in breach of other international obligations borne 

by Francecxiii. 

It is stated that no Member is required to disclose information which may be contrary to the 

public interest.  Art. III bis equally envisages a general exception to all GATS substantive 

obligations. It may reasonably be argued that essential security interests constitute a subset of 

the broader concept of public interest by referring to disclosure which a Member considers 

contrary to its essential interests, Art. XIV bis: 1 lit. a,  implies a broader margin of discretion 

for memberscxiv. 

In this case, France argued that it could not transfer the judicial record to the Djiboutian 

government because doing so was going to create public disorder and put the states under 

security threat although she knew quite well that the act constituted violation in mutual 

Assistance convention on criminal matterscxv. 

2-  US embargo against Cuba on February 24, 1996. 

It came as a result Cuba shooting down two American civilian airplanescxvi. President Clinton's 

response was immediate: "I condemn this action in the strongest possible terms". It was 

followed by Congress passing the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LIBERTAD) Act 

of 1996 three weeks latercxvii. On signing the LIBERTAD Act, President Clinton stated: 

“This Act is a justified response to the Cuban government's unjustified, unlawful attack 

on two unarmed U.S. civilian aircraft that left three U.S. Citizens and one U.S. resident 

dead. It is a clear statement of our determination to respond to attacks on U.S. nationals 

and of our continued commitment to stand by the Cuban people in their peaceful 

struggle for freedom”cxviii. 

The Act imposed severe economic sanctions, including new sanctions on any foreign individual 

or corporation who traffic in property which was confiscated by the Cuban Government on or 
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after January 1, 1959. Trade was broadly defined to include any commercial activity relating 

to the expropriated property, there by imposing liability on many foreign corporations 

conducting business with Cuba. The European Community filed a request for WTO 

consultations in regard to Article XXI OF GATT, expressing their profound concern about the 

lack of conformity of certain aspects of the Act to the international obligations of the United 

States under GATT 1994 and GATScxix. Panel review was to be tested under the strict new 

dispute settlement procedures where this time around major powers were on opposite ends of 

a security disputecxx.  

At the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) meeting on October 16, 1996, the United States pointed 

what was at stake: Essential security interests. 12 of November 1996, a WTO panel was 

automatically established, consistent with the Dispute Settlement Understanding rules. The 

United States re-emphasized that the dispute was not fundamentally a trade issue and rejected 

the idea of Panel examining the mattercxxi.On April 25, 1997; the European Community notified 

the WTO that it had requested the Panel to suspend proceedings while a “Mutually agreed 

solution” was negotiated. The parties reached a final settlement of the dispute following 

President Clinton’s promise to amend the LIBERTAD Act to remove the provisions most 

offensive to Europe. The European Community was still not willing to respect the date line and 

quietly let the deadline lapse for pressing its case before the WTO. 

3-China’s Status in WTO. 

During China’s accession into WTO it’s benefited from United States technical assistance 

including Special and Differential treatment as developing country status. China was and 

continues to be entitled to certain rights under special and differential (SDT) treatment, among 

other provisions in WTO agreements “Treatment of Developing Countries”. United States 

Trade Representative (USTR) has pointed out that “China’s persistence in claiming to be a 

developing Member in future negotiations at the WTO pose a problem to WTO rule of law” 

cxxii.During accession protocol, China sought to enter the WTO as a developing country, while 

U.S. trade officials insisted that China’s entry into the WTO had to be based on “commercially 

meaningful terms” that would require China to significantly reduce trade and investment 

barriers within a relatively short time. On the reverse and as some major economies hold a 

compromise was reached that required China to make immediate and extensive reductions in 
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various trade and investment barriers, while allowing it to maintain a transitional period of 

protection for certain sensitive sectorscxxiii. Some stakeholders have expressed concerns over 

China’s mixed record of implementing certain WTO obligations and asserted that, in some 

cases, China appeared to be abiding by the letter but not the “spirit” of the WTOcxxiv.The United 

States and other WTO members have used dispute settlement procedures on a number of 

occasions to address China’s alleged noncompliance with certain WTO commitments. Despite 

some effort made by China to address these issues The United States alone has brought about 

23 dispute cases against China at the WTO on issues including IPR protection, subsidies, and 

discriminatory industrial policies, and has largely pre 

B- Overriding political will over the rule of law. 

1 -Role played by the General Secretariat in decision making. 

a-The composition of the General Secretariat. 

It has attracted the criticism of several developing countries, while the actual scope and debates 

about expansion of its powers are fraught with controversy. Although greater proportion of the 

staff is recruited from developed countries, there is imbalance  ; Of the 512.5 posts in the 

Secretariat (with 39.5 posts vacant or under recruitment), 410.5 are occupied by 

individuals from developed countries and 94 from the developing onescxxv.Other 

developing countries  decry the fact that the problem is not only unequal representation of 

nationalities but also ideological and sociological, whereby only certain kinds of professionals 

are recruited, e g. neo-liberal economists whose views are to reinforce the interests of the great 

powers. Allegations of bias by the staff have been directed at different levels of the WTO’s 

workings, from the more administrative functions of organizing meetings, assisting the 

chairperson in making lists of invitees, setting the agenda and publication of minutes after the 

meetings, to more substantial functions of giving legal and technical advice (on a case-by-case 

basis as well as through general technical assistance programs).  

Given the importance that procedural matters (e.g. schedules, invitations and publication of 

minutes) can have on developing country participation, let alone the critical role that technical 

assistance can play in facilitating effective participation, these are serious allegationscxxvi.Many 

developing countries assert that such open advocacy by the Secretariat of a position on which 
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there is no consensus among the majority of the members themselves considerably undermines 

the status of the WTO Secretariat as a neutral broker. 

b- Informal Procedures in WTO Decision Making “Green Room Theory”. 

On comparing the rigid memberships and voting structures of the International Financial 

Institutions (IFIs) with the informally constituted and ad hoc Green Room hierarchies of the 

WTO. However, evidential problem with informal consultations is that they can lack 

transparency, and most developing countries have argued that such was indeed the case with 

both the GATT and the WTO. Informal meetings were often by invitation only, or through a 

process of self-selection by a small clique within the WTO; the Green Room meetings, where 

the Secretariat often treated the list of the invitees as confidential in order to avoid a flood of 

requests for participation from the excludedcxxvii. 

The second problem with informal processes in WTO decision making is that it places 

substantial reliance on the role and discretion of the Chairperson as the broker, mediator and 

facilitator of the negotiations. The chairperson enjoys considerably leeway in setting the 

perimeters of the agenda and in deciding the frequency and invitations to the informal meetings. 

Given the frantic pace of meetings and the over-taxed delegations, these decisions are more 

than ones of mere procedure and can exercise considerable impact on the de facto exclusion of 

certain members and their interests. Developing countries have more often been more selective 

in their acceptance of chairmanships of the subsidiary bodies as proposes by         WTO General 

Secretariat because of lack of resourcescxxviii. Resource constraint is not the only cause of 

developing countries’ exclusion; The WTO Guidelines for appointment of official state that 

Representatives of Members in financial arrears for over one full year cannot be considered for 

appointment automatically disqualifies some of the LDCscxxix.It goes same that a presence in 

Geneva is almost a necessary condition for appointment, although Non-residents may be 

appointed in exceptional circumstances due to the necessary expertise neededcxxx. The 

chairperson can provide the fulcrum of the negotiation, and many LDCs find themselves 

excluded from this key position. Finally, many developing countries have pointed out that the 

lack of clarity on the exact procedure for selection of chairs leaves immense scope for Chair 

persons to suit the interests of the powerful and exclude the opinions of the weakcxxxi. 
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Paragraph 2- Luck warm attitude of less developed country members 

A-Doubts in the effectiveness of the WTO rulings and continued misunderstanding as to 

the content and relevance of « travaux préparatoires » vis-a-vis developingcountries. 

 

Some powerful members have not internalised the WTO Framework in their national laws like 

in the case of Chile and Price bandcxxxii,and US-Gazolinecxxxiii .There are difficulties in 

implementing certain panel and Appellate Body’s rulings and recommendations and in 

bringing the law of such powerful members into conformity with WTO rules, especially if it 

involves enacting new legislation in order to comply with the a WTO ruling or 

recommendationscxxxiv.The risk here is that some of the powerful States use the WTO when it 

suits them and disregard it when their  interest is not at stake. Thirdly, although there is some 

case law, the WTO adjudicating bodies are continuing to struggle with inconsistencies as we 

can see. Secondly, the WTO settlement bodies identify but rarely classify; the case of  Korea 

–Diary; Only few occasions WTO adjudicating bodies have explicitly stated the heading under 

which they have examined  various interpretive elements which they have usedcxxxv.For 

example, in Korea Diary, the Appellate Body discussed a GATT adopted panel report to 

support its implementation of the term “unforeseen developments”. However, the Appellate 

Body did not classify the GATT panel report under the heading of the VCLTcxxxvi, the Appellate 

body referred to a series of its previous reports when discussing the term so as to afford 

protectioncxxxvii. However, the Appellate Body did not mention what was the VCLT relevance 

of the reports.  

 

B-Controvercies over the concept of  “developing countries”. 

Of the total ninety-nine (99) members that have appeared at the Appellate Body, thirty-two 

were developing countries. Based on this statistic, one could argue that developing countries 

have been taking part in the WTO Dispute Settlement proceedings. However, two things need 

to be examined; the meanings of developing countries which at the same time make up majority 

in the system and the participation. The precise number of developing countries in WTO is 

unclear because there is no clear-cut definition of the word “developing country”.  

The term is used extensively, but is neither defined in the WTO Agreements nor was defined 

under the GATT regime. Normally, such definition is made on ad hoc basis and members can 

announce it case-by-case, whether they consider themselves developed or developing countries 
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like the case of China. Accordingly, the status of certain members has been controversial 

especially in the recourse to BoP measures under Article XVII of the GATT and in accession 

of China which wanted a developing country status. Neither a panel nor the Appellate Body 

has to date define the term and to apply it to a specific case.  

Based on the World Bank classification system of differentiating between countries based in 

number, it could generally be argued that African countries are developing countries. Countries 

such as, Mexico, Turkey, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, South Korea, Brazil and 

OECD members are advanced and actively in international trade so it would not be right to 

categorise them as developing countries in the WTO. 

Participation in the WTO dispute settlement covers a lot of activities so it is surprising to many 

that international trade scholars viewed the dispute settlement system of the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) as a successful; the success depends wholly on the perspective and 

experience of each Member state. Developed and some developing countries such as the United 

States, the European Union EU, Brazil, and India utilize the system with varying degrees of 

frequencycxxxviii.Members states with smaller economies or in differing stages of development 

have their own view precluding them from participating in disputes settlement. 

 

SECTION 2: RECOMMENDATIONS  

Paragraph 1: Rendering the DSB more efficient and trust worthy 

A-Ensuring its autonomy 

1-The establishment of a permanent panel rostercxxxix, or a panel chair bodycxl. 

According to this idea, the panel roster was to replace the current indicative list with a roster 

of qualified governmental or non-governmental candidates nominated by Members; each 

Member could nominate only one candidate, using qualifications similar to those of the 

Appellate Body. WTO panellists would be selected from this roster; composition would 

otherwise remain the same as under current DSU rules. The Panel chair body proposal would 

create a group of persons from which all panel chairs would be selected and all other panellists 

would be selected pursuant to existing DSU rules. This proposal is somehow complex in our 

view because the panel roster proposal would not provide major gains in terms of time savings 

and efficiencies and current DSU procedures and practices on composition of the panels would 

continue to apply. Also, a panel roster would not ensure the same level of expertise and 
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experience or collegiality, consistency, and coherence that a standing tribunal would provide. 

Although a panel chair body would have the advantage of greater experience for one person on 

each panel as compared with the current system, it would not result in significant time savings 

and efficiencies because the rest of the members of the panels would still have to be composed 

under existing DSU rules. Moreover, the panel chair system could undermine collegiality 

among the panel members. The panel chair would have more experience, possibly more 

expertise, and a closer working relationship with the Secretariat, giving him or her more 

influence than his or her colleagues in the final decision in the case.  

Looking into all these reasons enumerated, a dispute tribunal would be a far superior 

alternative than a panel roster or a panel chair body.  

2- Strong Two-Tier System. 

 The WTO needs a strong, two-tier dispute settlement system by establishing a dispute tribunal 

is imperative because there is a looming fear that the Appellate Body may incrementally 

become a one level tribunal. The Appellate Body inter alia is increasingly reviewing facts and 

evidence that are reserved for the Panel and taking more time to hear cases. There is near risk 

that the panel system will become weaker and also weaken the DSB’s credibility, if the first 

instance level is not strengthened. The Appellate Body according to many has become the 

tribunal of choice. The de jure reasoning demands that a strong, two-tiered system dispute 

tribunal should be adopted (separating between Panel and Appellate).  To savage this 

situation, there is need for DSB reform that takes into consideration the improvement of the 

quality of First Instance Court, limiting access to appeals, increase representation because for 

now our findings show that the Panel has only three members and lastly they should be 

transparency. 

3-Drawing a line between WTO political organs and the judicial organ (DSB). 

a –Review decision making procedure. 

Before a new round of trade talks begins the agenda is first of all established by a group of 

nations called “the Quad” ; the United States, the European Union, Canada and Japan. 

The Green Room, in other words, is the WTO’s Security Council, and the Quad is its permanent 
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membership. The WTO is as exclusive, in practice, as the United Nations. Even so, smaller 

countries which are permitted by the Quad to attend the Green Room negotiations are treated 

by the more powerful players just as the temporary members of the UN Security Council are 

treated by the residents. By the time the formal, constitutional trade talks are ready to begin, 

the key decisions have already been made; agenda and declaration has been drafted, and all the 

nations which were excluded from the Green Room meetings can do is seek to block the rich 

nations’ proposals. They are presented with a stark choice: either they accept the declaration 

drafted in their absence, more or less in its entirety, or they reject it. Although in principle, the 

WTO grants the governments of the poor world more collective decision-making power than 

the governments of the rich worldcxli,this in practice, stronger states have devised a means of 

bypassing collective decision making, while the weak states have proved reluctant to use their 

constitutional powers to stop them, for fear of punishmentcxlii. 

b- Making the renewing of DSB panel and Appellate mandate inclusive to all members. It 

has been proven that the recruitment of judges in both the Panel and Appellate Body passes 

only through the hands of “green room members” who may either chose to block proceeding 

if their point of view is not considered .This practice is not in the spirit of good faith principle.  

B- Considering Human right (Jus Cogens) as a useful tool in WTO Legal System  

Some international law expert have earmarked that, legitimacy of the WTO as a juridical 

system depends on the transformation of what he calls market freedoms into fundamental 

rightscxliii. Petersmann is also well aware that in the Covenant on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights, the right to property and freedom of contract have not been recognized as 

human rights, and attributes this fact to « anti-market bias »cxliv.Human rights need to be 

legally concretized, mutually balanced and implemented by democratic legislation which tends 

to vary from country to country. European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), not a free 

market project, but a “dirigiste” one, premised on the gains to social and political stability of 

industrial planning at the European level; and the early failure to transform the ECSC into a 

constitutional European project resulted in two tracks, a human rights track represented by the 

European Convention on Human Rights and the European Court of Human Rights, as well as 

a common market track, the latter entailing not only the protection of market freedoms but also 

supranational economic regulation, underpinned by institutions of governancecxlv. The existing 
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exceptions in Article XX of the GATT, in the category of public interest clauses, refer to a 

range of public policy objectives, which may be conceived in human rights terms including the 

protection of animal, human life and plant health (XX)(b),the conservation of exhaustible 

natural resources (XX) (g)), the effective enforcement of domestic laws and regulations 

(XX(d). 

Institutionally, there is still significant scepticism within WTO about the expanding nature of  

human rights understandings, and even about economic, social and cultural rights as 

wellcxlvi.In some cases the Appellate Body of the WTO confirmed “that import restrictions 

may be justifiable under WTO law for protecting human rights values” but failed in 

scopecxlvii. 

Paragraph 2- Encourage active participation of less developed countries in the System. 

A-Reviewing of existing trade and partnership agreements between developed and less 

developed countries.   

1- The revision Technical Assistance Schemescxlviii.  

a- Technical Assistance and Capacity Building (TACB) under WTO has to be intensified 

and well orientated. 

Developing countries need to be assisted in order to maximise the potential gains of their 

participation in the multilateral trading system. Since the launch of the Doha Round in 2001, 

there has been a sizeable increase in both developed country commitments to trade-related 

technical assistance and capacity building (TACB) and in debates about the appropriate 

purpose and nature of that assistance. However, a series of complaints about the effectiveness 

of assistance have emergedcxlix.There is therefore urgent need for TACB to enhance developing 

countries with trade capacity ; this calls for greater critical attention to another major dimension 

of trade-related TACB, this is in relation to the participation of developing countries in the 

world trading system  dispute settlements proceedings, regulatory and policy aspects of  

implementing  trade agreementscl.The largest benefits for LDCs in Bali  was believed to be on 

the agreement on trade facilitation  although the idea did not originate from them and finally 

was not endorsed cli.Furthermore, simplified custom procedures and lower transaction cost can 
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be the most significant gains likely to arise from a possible boost in intra-regional tradeclii, but 

that is not enough as some countries still have real difficulties in implementing certain elements 

of the agreements due to absence of technical assistance and capacity building. That said, 

developing and least developed countries need to be assisted in some areas to enable them 

defend their right in international trade dispute. 

b- The revision of United Nations’ resolution on Technical Assistance Resolution 52cliii.  

The Technical Assistance Resolution put in place by the United Nation General Assembly to 

enhance transfer of knowledge and technology to poor economies by developed countries has 

recently witnessed some mutations in favour of political and economic gains to major powers, 

abandoning the primary objective which was aimed at transferring knowledge and technology 

from North to South. This operation is mostly finalized in internal relations of multinational 

enterprises guided by the “Umbrella Clause”cliv.Diplomatic missions of developed countries 

are in total support of this. The is evidenced by the fact that in 2004, the Secretary of State in 

charge of “la Francophonie” became the head of Public Aid and French development 

Commission under the authority of Ministry of External Relations in France. 

2-Lome Convention: European Union – Bananas III case (1998). 

This was a regime put in place by European Commission on Import, sales and distribution of 

bananas duty free in favour of 71 African countries, Caribbean and Pacific countries (ACP) 

excluding other developing countries. Although this was in line with the Lome Convention 

aimed at developing the economy of developing countries through preferential treatment, 

Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico and USA considering it as discriminatory against other colonies 

like theirs and that it violated Art I, II, II, X, XI, and XIII of GATT 1994, they filed a complaint 

in 1996. 

Panel and Appellate Body brought out the various elements as justification for EC 

inconsistency vis-a-vis its WTO obligation; first that the annual duty free tariff quota of 

775,000 mt of imported bananas from ACP countries leaving out other non ACP WTO 

members violated Art. I of GATT 1994. Secondly, that with the expiration of the Doha Waiver 

in I of January 1996 on bananas and with the establishment of panel right to when the report 

will be issued, there is no evidence that there will exist any Art I (I) of the GATT 1994 to cover 
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the preference granted by EC to duty free tariff quota of Import bananas from ACP countries. 

That EC current bananas Import regime, its tariff quota reserved for ACP countries was 

inconsistent with Art XIII (I) and Art XIII (2) of the GATT. 

B-Encourage the creation of more regional and Continental Free Trade Zones and custom 

unions to boost developing countries participation at the international trade dispute level 

through; 

1- The creation of Africa Free Trade Area.   

Its objective is to extend the Internal Market of the African countries to creating a homogeneous 

African Economic Area, based on common rules and equal conditions of competition and 

providing for the adequate means of enforcement at the judicial level. It will guarantee equal 

rights and obligations within the Internal Market for individuals and economic operators in 

Arica. For instance, EU permit industries and companies of the twenty-five members’ states to 

bring cases against illegal trade measures or actions between EU members. The EU had as 

motive to bridge the gap that existed between the private party right and the WTO Dispute 

Settlement Body processes by adopting a formal EU instrument that allowed the EU 

Institutions precisely the European Commission to act as liaison between EU Industries, 

Enterprise and international trade dispute claims against EU trading partners who were not 

living up to their commitment with WTO Agreementclv. 

2-To have double weight within WTO.  

Any WTO member belonging in a Regional or continental groupings stand to benefit more in 

terms of voting .She stands first as a state with full sovereign power and secondly as member 

of its regional or continental groupings .Many developing countries mostly in Africa are still 

lagging behind due to low representation at the decision level in WTO.A glaring example is 

EU’s participation in WTO.  
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